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Transgender,inconsistency of a person’s gender identity with their assigned gender.The term 

transgender is used to describe people with this condition and is a phenomenon completely 

independent of sexual orientation.Between January 2008 and September 2020,3664 trans murders 

were recorded worldwide.The number of murders recorded in the last year alone is 350.The Trans 

Respect study states that there has been a gradual increase in trans murders in the last 10 years. 

Morocco is a Islam country.Islam says that;Islam,assertively,affirmed that humankind was created 

into two kinds that each one,biologically,only relates to one gender identity,male or female.Cultural 

norms and traditional readings of sacred texts uphold a heteronormative binary of gender 

identification.The Islamic view of the transgender can be found in the sacred text of Islam,but not 

specifially described.So that it is illegal to be transgender person or LGBTQ individual in Islam 

countries like Morocco.As a result of not following the rules,people can be imprisoned from 6 months 

to 3 years.This is a general and unalterable feature of Islamıc culture that we have to obey this rule.A 

tolerant policy towards trans rights is not shown,and people who break our word are subject to be in 

prison or they have to pay fees.And the other people,who knows the property of Islam counrties and 

Morocco,will express their hatred to transgender people.People in Morocco,especially 

women,immigrate for their own independence. 

As a result of being transgender person or transgender women in Morocco is strictly forbidden.If they 

want to take this risk,they will deal with the punishment. 

Also like every country,Morocco will want to give freedom to people.But it is seems like 

impossible.Only if the Islamic culture changes and a more tolerant humanitarian policy comes,this 

situation can change,transgender women and the other trans people can be granted rights and 

freedoms. 

 


